Architectural Projects Portfolio

About Palram

Service Solutions

Global Leader in Thermoplastic Panels and Panel Systems

Planning Stage

Palram is a leading multinational manufacturer of thermoplastic sheets,
mainly from polycarbonate, PVC and acrylic. Our products are used in a
wide variety of applications and projects around the world, including
construction and architectural projects, advertising and printing,
agriculture, fabrication and DIY. Palram’s global presence and advanced
technological abilities allow us to provide our customers with
competitively priced products, while maintaining a high level of service.

 Quick matching of product specifications per project
 Adapting plans while preserving the architect’s vision

Palram delivers excellence to a global marketplace, backed by professional support
and service on a local and regional level. Palram is proud of its unique corporate
culture that makes us agile, creative and committed to all our customers.

Architectural Project Support
In the last two decades, Palram’s Project Support Center has helped
specify, adapt, support and facilitate architectural challenges around the
globe. Among the Center’s team members are civil engineers, designers,
technical supporters and plastics engineers. The team offers a bundle of
professional services based on accumulated experience in medium and
large scale projects, samples of which are displayed here.

 Creating specific planning details for architects
 Professional consultation on planning meetings
 Expert advice on materials and engineering
 Creating conceptual designs for given structures

Implementation Stage
 Creating specific installation guidelines per project
 On-site support at important execution stages
 Background construction engineering supervision
 Conducting special seminars upon request

Product Solutions
Architectural Systems

Panels for Construction & Architecture

Energetic Efficiency by SolarSmart™

Palram offers a range of advanced panel

Palram has produced the widest available
range of thermoplastic panels for over 50 years.

SolarSmart™ is a multi benefit technology
that combines high light transmission with
low heat buildup. Panels with SolarSmart™
colors selectively transmit and block different
segments of solar energy, allowing better
use of natural daylight and improving climatic
conditions in closed spaces. As a result
energy consumption and costs are cut due to
reduced lighting and air conditioning
requirements.

systems, which are constantly enhanced as a
result of to our accumulated field experience.

Palram systems offer:
 Leak free design
 Double sided UV protection as standard

 Resistance to high loads
 Resistance to extreme weather and hail
 Thermal expansion gaps
 Suitability for curved designs

The panels are fine-tuned and tailored to
match every project’s requirements.
Palram panels offer:
 Wide product range
 Resistance to extreme weather and hail
 Tailor made color matching

and solar properties

 Architectural implementation advisory

Milestone Projects
Shenzhen Universiade
Sports Centre, China
GMP
PALSUN® - Smart Green 8,10,12mm
Flat Solid Polycarbonate Panel
Skylight/Roof - 45,000sqm

The

Universiade

Sports

Centre

Stadium is one of three venues built
for the 2011 Universiade games. It
had the largest polycarbonate roof in
the world upon its completion. Palram
was deeply involved in the project
from early design stages, including
consultation

at

design

meetings

across the globe and characterization
of the panel properties and the
installation system used. The project
required

a

custom

installation system,

which

designed
Palram

developed with the main architect and
local design studio.

Milestone Projects
Athens Olympic
Stadium Greece
Santiago Calatrava
PALSUN® - Solar Olympic 12mm

Solid Polycarbonate Panel
Skylight/Roof - 24,000sqm
The Athens’ “OAKA” Olympic
Stadium was renovated to serve as
the centerpiece for the 2004
Olympic Games. The stadium’s roof
was designed by the renowned
Santiago Calatrava and is still one
of the largest polycarbonate
installations in the world. PALSUN
polycarbonate panels with a tailormade color and abrasion-resistance
were fitted into the GA2004 preassembled glazing system. The
system‘s unique design allowed 0°
slope and offered built-in drainage,
room for thermal expansion and
many other benefits.

Milestone Projects
Qingdao Railway
Station China
Shandon Province
Design Institute
PALSUN® - W. Diffuser 8mm
Flat Solid Polycarbonate Panel
Skylight/Roof - 55,000sqm

The Qingdao Railway Station was
extensively renovated for the city’s
hosting of the Beijing 2008 Olympics
Regatta (boating) competitions. The
station

is

typical

architecture,

for

incorporating

Qingdao
German

architectural style into a Chinesedesigned

building.

The

enormous

60,000sqm roof is considered one of
the largest of its kind. PALSUN whitediffuser solid polycarbonate panels
were specified in order to diffuse
direct

sunlight create a pleasant

atmosphere for the crowd.

Sport Venues
Nanchang International
Sports Centre Stadium, China
CCDI
PALSUN® - Solar Olympic 8mm
Solid Polycarbonate Panel
Skylight/Roof - 12,000sqm

Nanchang International Sports Center
was built to host China’s 7th National
Intercity Games and accommodates
up to 60,000 spectators. The stadium
roof was fitted with PALSUN Solar
Olympic panels and the GA2004 preassembled glazing system. The Solar
Olympic tint blocks a segment of the
Infrared

radiation,

creating

“cool

lighting” for the crowd. The GA-2004
system’s built-in drainage allows true
self-cleaning and 0° slope.

Airport
HAECO Hangar II,
Hong Kong Intl. Airport, China
RMJM
PALSUN® - Clear, W. Opal
12.7mm Solid Polycarbonate
Panel Curtain Wall - W. Opal
800sqm Clear 448sqm

The hangar planners aimed to
provide natural daylight to the
structure, while making the
interior only partially visible.
Translucent white Opal PALSUN
panels were selected as the main
material, combined with a small
number of clear stripes within.

Airport
HAECO Hangar III
Hong Kong Intl. Airport, China
Aedas
PALSUN® - Solar Control, Blue 12mm

Solid Polycarbonate
Panel Curtain Wall

Transportation
Hangzhou Bay Bridge, China
Tongji University Design
Institute, Shanghai
PALSUN® - Clear 8mm
Flat Solid Polycarbonate panel
Wind shields - 14,000sqm

Hangzhou Bay Bridge spans 36km
across the Hangzhou Bay on China’s
eastern coast and is the world’s
longest trans-oceanic bridge. The
bridge provides quick access to and
from the busy Port of Shanghai.
Project schedule was tight for the
hosting of the 2008 Olympics torch.
Palram supplied tailor-made curved
wind shields for the bridge. The
rounded shields provide ultra-high
impact resistance, designed to reduce
the bridge’s strong side winds and
help

withstand

conditions.

extreme

weather

Walkways
Hung Mui Kuk Footbridge
Hong Kong, China
PALSUN® - Trans. Green 6mm
Flat Solid Polycarbonate Panel
Covered Pedestrian Bridge

Walkways
Transmilenio Project
Bogota, Colombia
PALSUN® - Clear 6mm
Solid Polycarbonate Panel
Covered Pedestrian Bridge

Walkways
Pedestrian Bridge
Athens, Greece
PALSUN® - Solar Olympic
12mm Flat Solid
Polycarbonate Panel Glazing

Walkways
Man Lai Court Bridge
Honk Kong, China
PALSUN® Clear 8mm
Flat Solid Polycarbonate
Panel Skylight

Acoustic Barriers
Zhanxi Soundproof Tunnel
Beijing, China
BMEDI
PALSUN® - Clear 10mm
Flat Solid Polycarbonate Panel

Skylight - 3,800sqm

The Zhanxi Road Soundproof Tunnel
is an enclosed roadway that spans
1.8 km across the Beijing Zoo. The
tunnel was covered with semi-oval
barriers in order to achieve optimal
noise reduction for the animals. Clear
PALSUN sheets are used as skylights
in the tunnel and are integrated into
its oval structure.

